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OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY CONTROL FOR

LLC RESONANT CONVERTER FOR SOFT

START-UP

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of priority of US. Provi-

sional Patent Application 61/814,939, filed Apr. 23, 2013,

which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to control of reso-

nant power converters and, more particularly, to control of

resonant power converters during soft start-up to limit voltage

and current stress in the resonant circuit of the power con-

verter.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many electrically powered devices and components

thereof require power of a particular substantially constant

voltage, referred to as a direct current (DC) voltage. Even if

the device uses a battery for providing power, a power con-

verter is often required to supply the particular voltage(s)

required. Similarly, a power converter is required for charging

of rechargeable batteries. Accordingly, power converters of

many designs and topologies have been developed for a wide

variety of applications.

Among known designs of power converters, resonant

switching power converters have become popular due to their

ability to limit switching losses and electrical stresses during

operation as well as providing very high efficiency and

reduced electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise compared

with other types ofpower converters. Among resonant power

converters, so-called LLC resonant converters are becoming

increasingly attractive because of their flexibility of applica-

tion, simplicity, efficiency, the simplicity of their control and

their ability to provide over-current protection and deliver a

range of voltages that may be well above the input voltage.

Typically, an LLC resonant converter will comprise a pair

of switching transistors operated in a complementary fashion

and a resonant circuit comprising a capacitor and two induc-

tors; one of which generally comprises the magnetizing

inductance of a winding of a transformer through which

power is output to a rectifier, filter and/or regulator to provide

power to an electrically powered device. An LLC resonant

converter typically operates at a switching frequency near the

resonant frequency, f0, of the LLC circuit for highest effi-

ciency. As an electrical load is increased and more power

must be delivered, simple sensing and feedback ofthe output

voltage to a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) can be

arranged to reduce the switching frequency and increase the

voltage gain to automatically compensate for the increased

required power and thus provide good voltage regulation over

a wide range of current. By the same token, particular condi-

tions ofvoltage, current or switching frequency can be sensed

and the VCO can be controlled to increase the switching

frequency to reduce gain of the power converter and thus

provide a degree of over-current protection in a very simple

and robust manner.

However, resonant converters inherently have a transient

response at start-up when power is applied to them, either

initially or after an interruption of operation. Such transient

behavior generally involves substantial electrical stress that

can damage the switches or other components and may con-
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tinue for a substantial number ofswitching cycles, possibly in

an oscillatory manner, until the resonant behavior assumes a

steady state. The term “soft start-up” is generally applied to

any power converter start-up process where the electrical

stress is limited such that the power converter is not damaged

by the start-up transients. Since generally unpredictable start-

up transients are a characteristic ofresonant converters, some

soft start-up provisions are required.

To reduce the electrical stress during start-up, an LLC must

be initially operated at a switching frequency above the reso-

nant frequency but a suitably high frequency is difficult to

predict. Ifthe start-up frequency is too low, even if above the

resonant frequency, large currents and voltages appear in the

resonant circuit. If the frequency is too high, the switching

frequency will generally decrease quickly during the soft

start-up process and will merely delay the onset of the elec-

trical stress. Further, as the switching frequency rapidly

decreases, the current stress will generally trigger the over-

current protection (OCP) and the switching frequency will be

made to increase to limit the stress before decreasing

smoothly to a steady state operating point to complete the

start-up process. If the switching frequency is controlled to

decrease slowly, the soft start-up process will be similarly

prolonged.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

a methodology and apparatus for optimally controlling the

start-up process for a resonant power converter.

It is another object of the invention to provide a technique

and methodology for determining an optimal start-up process

for any ofa wide variety ofrequirements ofdevices for which

a resonant power converter may be desired.

It is another object of the invention to provide for optimal

switching frequency to be utilized during soft start-up of a

resonant power converter.

In order to accomplish these and other objects ofthe inven-

tion, a method of operating a switching resonant power con-

verter comprising steps of setting a current limitation band,

monitoring resonant inductor current, controlling switching

when monitored inductor current equals limits of the current

limitation band until bias on a resonant capacitor reaches a

steady state voltage, and allowing the power converter to

assume a steady state mode of operation in accordance with

build-up of output voltage.

In accordance with another aspect ofthe invention, a reso-

nant power converter is provided including a resonant circuit,

a switching circuit to connect and disconnect a power source

and the resonant circuit, a current monitoring circuit to moni-

tor current in the resonant circuit, and a control for determin-

ing switching times of the switching circuit when current in

the resonant circuit coincides with upper and lower current

limits of a current limitation band.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed descrip-

tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention with refer-

ence to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an LLC resonant power

converter,

FIG. 2 is a graph of the DC voltage characteristic of the

LLC converter of FIG. 1,
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FIG. 3 is a graph of voltage and current levels during soft

start-up ofthe LLC converter ofFIG. 1, using a low switching

frequency,

FIG. 4 is a graph of voltage and current levels during soft

start-up of the LLC converter of FIG. 1, using a high but

rapidly decreasing switching frequency,

FIG. 5 is a graph of steady state waveforms in the LLC

resonant power converter of FIG. 1,

FIG. 6 is a state trajectory diagram for the steady state

operation of the LLC resonant power converter of FIG. 1,

FIG. 7 schematically illustrates the equivalent circuits of

FIG. 1 during switching periods at resonant converter start-

up,

FIG. 8 is a state trajectory diagram illustrating the voltage/

current trajectory of the LLC resonant power converter of

FIG. 1 during start-up fi the switching frequency equals the

resonant frequency,

FIG. 9 illustrates steady state and start-up waveforms of

inductor current ofthe LLC power converter ofFIG. 1 during

start-up,

FIG. 10 is a state trajectory diagram of start-up ofthe LLC

power converter at start-up within a symmetrical current lim-

iting band,

FIG. 11 illustrates equivalent circuits of the LLC power

converter circuit of FIG. 1 in four operational modes during

start-up,

FIG. 12 illustrates trajectory movement as VO increases

during start-up,

FIG. 13 graphically illustrates time-domain waveforms

during settling of initial conditions during start-up,

FIG. 14 illustrates state trajectory movement during set-

tling of initial conditions during start-up,

FIG. 15 illustrates waveforms and state trajectory during

start-up within an asymmetrical current limiting band,

FIG. 16 illustrates calculation of optimal pulse widths to

produce rapid settling in FIG. 16,

FIG. 17 is a state trajectory diagram illustrating a trajectory

for settling to a steady state trajectory within a single switch-

ing cycle,

FIGS. 17A, 17B and 17C illustrate an alternative method of

settling to steady state operation within one full-bridge

switching cycle,

FIG. 18 is a state trajectory diagram illustrating a variation

on FIG. 17 using a sloped current limiting band,

FIG. 19 is a state trajectory diagram for determining opti-

mal switching frequency during and after start-up and corre-

sponding time domain waveforms,

FIG. 20 is a state diagram and corresponding waveforms

illustrating optimal trajectory control as VO increases,

FIG. 21 is a state diagram and corresponding waveforms

illustrating optimal trajectory control as VO approaches

steady state, and

FIG. 22 is a graphical illustration of the entire optimal soft

start-up process in accordance with the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG. 1, there is shown a schematic diagram of a resonant

power converter 10 representative of resonant converter

topologies to which the invention is directed. This schematic

diagram is simplified and generalized to convey an under-

standing ofthe invention and no portion of FIG. 1 is admitted

to be prior art in regard to the present invention. It should also

be understood that, while FIG. 1 illustrates a halfbridge LLC

resonant power converter, the invention is not limited to
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power converters having that particular topology (e.g. full

bridge switching can be used and is preferred for some

embodiments and applications as will be described in greater

detail below) or power converters including a resonant LLC

tank circuit but is applicable to any resonant power converter

of any topology and any resonant circuit configuration.

The power converter illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a DC

power source 20 such as a battery or input from a rectifier

circuit, a pair of switches 30 comprising switches Q1 and Q2,

a resonant tank circuit 40, a transformer 50 having a center-

tapped secondary, a pair of synchronous rectifier switches 60

comprising switches 81 and S2 and a filter capacitor 70. An

arbitrary load 80 is also illustrated for reference.

At start-up and during steady state operation, Q1 and Q2

will be driven to conduct in an alternating and complementary

fashion; Q1 connecting and disconnecting the power con-

verter to input power and Q2 supplying so-called freewheel

current to the resonant tank circuit 40 when the input power is

disconnectedby Q1 . The resonant tank circuit, when operated

at the resonant frequency, continually transfers energy back

and forth between the resonant capacitor, C, and the resonant

inductor L, which, depending on the condition or voltage/

current state of the resonant tank circuit as will be discussed

in greater detail below, may also include the magnetizing

inductance Lm of the transformer 50.

The DC characteristic of this resonant power converter is

illustrated in FIG. 2, showing gain of the converter as a

function of frequency normalized to the resonant frequency

ofthe power converter. It can be seen that the gain is equal to

1 at the resonant frequency; diminishing at higher frequencies

and increasing at lower frequencies. When operated at fre-

quencies below the resonant frequency, the output voltage is

greater than the input voltage and such a mode ofoperation is

referred to as a hold-up mode which is particularly useful for

extracting additional power from batteries as they are dis-

charged and the voltage available therefrom is reduced. It

should be noted that the region corresponding to frequencies

below the resonant frequency allows zero current switching

(ZCS) while frequencies above the resonant frequency allow

zero voltage switching (ZVS).

In zero current switching (ZCS) region of operation below

the resonant frequency at start-up, when Q1 turns off, current

can still pass through the paralleled diode in Q1. Therefore,

when Q2 turn on, the power input is shorted and produces

large current and voltage stress which may be large enough to

destroy the switching devices. In other words, in the state

trajectory diagram ofFIG. 8, the switching points would be in

the second and fourth quadrants rather than the first and third

quadrants. In contrast, if start-up is conducted in the zero

voltage switching (ZVS) region, when Q1 turns off, the cur-

rent will still go through the paralleled diode and the voltage

across Q2 become zero before Q2 turns on. Thus ZVS pro-

vides lossless switching for Q2.

Under soft start-up conditions, the output voltage VO must

be built up from zero to the steady-state value to avoid the

operational mode of the converter from entering the ZCS

zone. Therefore, the switching frequency at start-up should be

above the resonant frequency and then diminish to approxi-

mately the resonant frequency along a path as generally illus-

trated by a curved arrow in FIG. 2. It will be helpful to

obtaining an understanding ofand appreciation for the inven-

tion in the following discussion to recognize that the particu-

lar starting point and shape of this curved arrow is important

to avoid excessive current and voltage stress in the resonant

converter during start-up. However, the frequency starting

point, rate and rate of change that will avoid excessive elec-

trical stress consistent with good performance (e.g. rapid
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settling to steady state operation) is difficult to determine. To

solve this trade-off between electrical stress and start-up

speed, the invention provides for optimization thereof and

optimized control of start-up for particular design and perfor-

mance requirements of the power converter.

As alluded to above, current and voltage at start-up of an

LLC resonant converter at low switching frequency (e.g.

above the resonant frequency but less than 1.5 times the

resonant frequency) are plotted as a function of time in FIG.

3. (In FIG. 3, the voltages and current traces are overlaid in

view of the size of the initial spikes. That is, the vertical

location for a zero value is different for each curve for each

curve.) A very large current and voltage spike occurs at the

initial switching instant and for a few switching cycles there-

after since the initial output voltage is zero and builds up

slowly as can be seen from the V0 curve included in FIG. 3.

After the initial spikes and as the output voltage builds up, the

current and voltage diminish somewhat slowly to near the

steady state levels before again rising slightly due to dynamic

oscillation and then again dropping slightly but more abruptly

as steady state conditions are met and V0 becomes stable.

Conversely, as shown in FIG. 4, if an excessively high

switching frequency is used at start-up, there is no excessive

initial electrical stress but if the frequency is reduced toward

the resonant frequency too quickly before V0 is reached

(which will also occur more slowly than in the case ofFIG. 3)

the electrical stress levels rise quickly which may trigger

over-current arrangements and increase the switching fre-

quency to reduce the electrical stress. Then the electrical

stress will again increase before settling smoothly to steady

state conditions.

State trajectory analysis is a recently developed graphic

technique for analyzing transient and steady-state behaviors

ofresonant circuits. As such, they are also useful in designing

controls for circuits connected to such resonant circuits.

Essentially, a state trajectory diagram is a plot of resonant

capacitor voltage against resonant inductor current as shown

in FIGS. 5 and 6. FIG. 5 illustrates time domain steady state

waveforms applied to Q1 and Q2 of the circuit of FIG. 1 and

the resulting resonant capacitor voltage waveform and cur-

rent waveforms in the resonant inductor and magnetizing

inductances under steady-state conditions and with the

switching frequency equal to the resonant frequency. The

resonant capacitor will be operating with a voltage bias equal

to approximately one-halfofthe input voltage and, as alluded

to above, at resonance, energy will be exchanged between the

resonant capacitor and the resonant inductor in a substantially

sinusoidal manner with a 90° phase difference between cur-

rent and voltage. The waveform of the current in the magne-

tizing inductance is substantially triangular under steady state

conditions and will be equal to the resonant current at the

switching points of Q1 and Q2.

If these periodic, steady-state waveforms are normalized

(as indicated by “N” in subscripts) and plotted against each

other as shown in FIG. 6 they will form a circle centered at the

bias voltage of the resonant capacitor and average inductor

current of zero (coordinates (0.5, 0)) much as would be pro-

duced as a Lissajous pattern on an oscilloscope. The radius, p,

of the circle is a function of the normalized voltage and

current swings. The switching points are shown at t0 (t2) (so

notated since the pattern is being repeatedly traversed such

that t2 will have the same voltage and current state as to) and

t1. These points are at non-zero currents since current is

required to charge and discharge the junction capacitances of

Q1 and Q2, causing a slight notch in the circular locus that

will be seen in other, less idealized state trajectory diagrams.

Therefore the circular pattern of FIG. 6 is actually formed of
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two semi-circular portions corresponding to conduction

times of Q1 and Q2, respectively. (For this reason, use of SI

and S2 as synchronous rectifiers is preferred over diode so

that their switching times canbe slightly shifted in phase from

those of Q1 and Q2 to match the polarity of the voltages and

currents produced on and is the center tapped secondary

winding of transformer 50.)

It follows from the above description ofhow the pattern of

FIG. 6 is derived and the fact that the waveforms are periodic,

that the pattern will be traversed by instantaneous values of

current and voltage at the resonant angular frequency and,

therefore, state trajectory analysis can also provide time dura-

tions for traversal of any portion of the pattern. That is, for

normalized voltage and currents in a resonant circuit, all

trajectories, whether steady state or transient will be circular

arcs and periods of time can be quantitatively determined or

constructed from the angular frequency and the angle sub-

tended by each arc or portion thereofand vice-versa. Further,

while not all arcs for a particular normalization factor will be

circular but could be elliptical, any arcuate trajectory can be

normalized in regard to the current and voltage represented to

be made a circular arc to which a geometric analysis can be

quantitatively applied.

Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8 and with the above discus-

sion of state trajectory analysis, the development of large

electrical stresses at start-up of resonant power converters

will now be explained. FIG. 7 shows the equivalent circuits of

FIG. 1 during conduction periods ofQ1 and Q2 respectively.

As indicated in FIG. 7, one equivalent circuit is connected to

power source 20 and one is not. Assuming that the upper

equivalent circuit occurs first (because initially connecting

the power converter to zero volts would be trivial and would

not initiate start-up), the initial conditions shown in the state

trajectory diagram of FIG. 8 are that the voltage across the

resonant circuit is Vm (normalized to coordinates (1.0)) as the

center ofthe first trajectory which begins at coordinates (0,0)

since no voltage is applied to the power converter prior to Q1

initially turning on. Since it is assumed for purposes of dis-

cussion of FIG. 8 that the switching frequency is equal to the

resonant frequency (e.g. fs:f0) the first trajectory will be a

half circle ending at coordinates (2,0). When Q1 is switched

off and Q2 is switched on, the voltage across the resonant

circuit is again substantially coordinates (0,0) since no sig-

nificant current would have been conducted to charge the

resonant capacitor. Therefore, the second trajectory is a half-

circle centered at (0,0) and beginning at (2,0) thus doubling

the radius, p2:2p 1. This process continues with the third

trajectory again being centered at coordinates (1,0) and

beginning at (2,0), producing a radius p:3 (less any voltage,

V0, built up on the resonant capacitor which initially will be

negligible), and so on, resulting in half circles of increasing

radius until limited by increasing V0. Thus large electrical

stresses are developed at start-up of resonant power convert-

ers which can cause damage to or destruction of electrical

elements of the power converter unless those elements are

grossly over-designed to tolerate electrical stresses far in

excess ofthose that will be present during steady state opera-

tion. Protection circuits could, in theory, be provided but the

nature of any such circuits and the effects on the start-up

behavior of a resonant power converter are difficult to predict

and are likely to adversely affect start-up performance as

noted above in regard to starting frequency and rate of fre-

quency change and would add substantially to the cost ofthe

resonant power converter. In any case, a circuit designed for

protection against electrical stress would not be expected to

enhance power converter start-up performance, as well, as is

provided by the invention.
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In accordance with the invention, a current limitation band

is set. As will be observed from the following discussion, the

current limitation band also serves to limit voltage. It should

be understood that the current limitation band is a design

constraint or parameter and not a physical circuit that per-

forms such current limitation by current diversion or power

converter control or the like but, rather, is simply a limit on the

permitted current excursion which can be achieved by a

simple circuit for controlling the switching instants ofQ1 and

Q2 at the currents to which the current limitation band is set.

Therefore, the first consideration in design of the current

limitation band is the magnitude of the limits to place on the

current, (e.g. —IMAX and +IMAX).

To determine appropriate current limit values, FIG. 9 illus-

trates a comparison of the steady state resonant inductor

current waveform near f0 and the resonant inductor current

waveform during start-up at a frequency above f0. As alluded

to above, the steady state waveform is substantially sinusoi-

dal. However, depending on the frequency, the start-up wave-

form will be substantially triangular. To guarantee that the

LLC (or other resonant circuit) is operating in a safe zone and

to minimize losses, the same RMS value of both the sinusoi-

dal waveform andthe triangular waveform is desirable. When

the current limit is set in such a manner, no electrical stress

beyond the design capacity of the power converter at steady-

state conditions can occur. Therefore, the current limitation

band can preferably be set at

IMAX;((3) 1/2/(2)1/2)Ipeak

where Ipeak is the peak amplitude ofthe sinusoidal waveform

under full load, steady state conditions.

FIG. 10 shows a state trajectory diagram with a current

limitation band superimposed thereon. It will be recognized

from a comparison with FIG. 8 that the initial trajectory is

started at coordinates (0,0) at tO as described above but is

terminated at the current limit Imax’ As before, the second

trajectory will begin at the end point ofthe first trajectory and

the center is at (0,0) but, in this case, the voltage is small and

the current is at the limit of the current band. Therefore, by

symmetry, between t1 and t2, the second trajectory will cause

the voltage to increase and decrease while the current falls to

the lower current limit. The third trajectory returns to the

initial point and continues to the upper current limit, during

which a small (initially negligible) amount ofcurrent is deliv-

ered to the resonant capacitor to start the buildup ofVO. While

voltage on the resonant capacitor is still negligible, the state

variables are fixed to the two partial circle trajectories shown

in FIG. 10 which are still far away from the steady state

circular trajectory.

When the output voltage andresonant capacitor voltage are

no longer negligible, the two operational modes become four

distinct operational modes; the equivalent circuits for which

are illustrated in FIG. 11 in whichVE is the voltage across the

resonant tank and, after normalization by Vm, becomes the

center of the trajectories. In terms of the state diagram, the

original centers of the two respective trajectories each split

into two separate trajectory centers (—VON, 0), (VON), (l—VON,

0) and (l—VON, 0) as shown in FIG. 12. Therefore, the overall

trajectory shape changes very slightly and shifts toward the

steady state circle. FIG. 13 illustrates the corresponding time

domain waveforms.

It should be noted from FIG. 13 that the voltage bias on the

resonant capacitor is built up to the steady-state bias voltage

well before the output voltage, V0, has reached its steady state

value. It should also be noted that the frequency of these

waveforms is increasing somewhat with increasing V0. The

reason is that as the overall trajectory pattern reaches the
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steady state, the angles about the respective centers subtended

by the respective portions of the trajectory are changing and

thus the time required for the voltage/current state to traverse

each trajectory portion is also altered with some becoming

longer and others shorter for a net decrease in time between

switching instants which are controlled during start-up in

accordance with the invention by the monitored current

reaching limits ofthe current limitation band while the angu-

lar velocity or frequency, 000, remains that of the resonant

circuit. This change may be visualized as a result of the

change in shape of the overall trajectory as it approaches the

location ofthe steady state circle as shown in FIG. 14. When

the resonant capacitor has been charged to its steady-state

bias, the center ofthe initial trajectories will be be same as that

of the steady-state circle.

Thus, the soft start-up of the resonant converter occurs in

two stages: an initial stage as the resonant capacitor is charged

to its steady-state bias (where the state trajectories form a

narrow but symmetrical pattern, which may be referred to as

a full bias trajectory and a subsequent stage as the output

voltage is built up and the state trajectories settle into a steady-

state substantially circular pattern. The transformation of the

overall trajectory shape to that ofthe steady state circle will be

discussed below since it is shared in common with other

embodiments of the invention as will now be discussed.

It is also evident from FIG. 14 that a large number of

repetitions of the trajectory sequence of FIGS. 11 and 12 is

required to build up V0 and to develop the resonant capacitor

bias to Vm/2. However, electrical stress is substantially elimi-

nated. Therefore, this embodiment may be preferable where a

somewhat extended start-up time (which is still much reduced

from the start-up time required in the absence of the inven-

tion) is tolerable.

In order to reduce the number of cycles of the trajectory

sequence, an asymmetrical current limitation band can be

used in accordance with a second embodiment of the inven-

tion. Such an asymmetrical current limitation band is illus-

trated superimposed on a steady state circle in the state tra-

jectory diagram of FIG. 15. Returning briefly to FIGS. 5 and

6, it was noted above that the switching instants occur at a

non-zero current. A short interval, referred to as dead-time is

provided between the turn-off time of one of Q1 and Q2 and

the turn-on time of the other to prevent shorting the input

power. The interval also allows achievement of ZVS by

applying the current in the magnetizing inductance, iLm, to

charge and discharge the junction capacitances of the

switches. To maintain the same dead-time interval, the lower

current limit for the asymmetrical current limitation band is

set to be the same as the as the instantaneous current at the

switching instant under steady state conditions in order to

achieve ZVS in this case (e. g. ILVN:ILmN, where the resonant

current equals the magnetizing current of the transformer).

The upper current limit is set as described above.

The first trajectory is traversed as in the symmetrical cur-

rent limitation band embodiment. The second trajectory also

begins in the same manner as described above and terminates

at the lower current limit. However, since the lower current

limit has been changed, the second trajectory is terminated

earlier at a higher voltage, providing substantial charge to the

resonant capacitor or, perhaps more accurately, reducing the

discharge of the resonant capacitor. That is, using an asym-

metrical current limitation band, the capacitor is not dis-

charged to the degree discharge occurs with symmetrical

current limits. The corresponding time domain waveforms

are also shown in FIG. 15.

Therefore VC, can be built up in much larger steps, requir-

ing fewer cycles ofthe switching sequence. The time required
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for build-up ofVC, is also reduced by the fact that the even

numbered trajectories subtend a smaller angle around their

center and thus are of shorter duration. The optimal pulse

durations can be derived as discussed in “Optimal Trajectory

Control of LLC Resonant converters for soft Start-Up by

Weiyi Feng et al. electronically published on the IEEE web-

site on May 1, 2013, with hard copy publication in IEEE

Transactions on Power Electronics, Volume 29, Issue 3, pp.

1461 -1494, scheduled for March, 2014 which is hereby fully

incorporated by reference. However, if switching times are

determined by current comparison, the optimal pulse dura-

tions need not be rigorously determined or replicated in cir-

cuitry. However, it is important to note that, as in the sym-

metrical current limitation band embodiment, the angles

about the individual trajectory centers will change and the

optimal pulse durations will thus also change and, if com-

puted, must be computed on a step-by-step basis.

It should also be appreciated that while the second embodi-

ment provides a much shorter start-up process duration than

the first embodiment, it is not optimally fast in doing so as

can, in fact, be achieved by the third embodiment of the

invention as will now be described in connection with FIG.

17. Specifically a so-called “one-cycle” settling time can be

achieved in accordance with the invention that still reduces

electrical stress far below the electrical stress that would

otherwise occur and which only exceeds the electrical stress

achieved by the first two embodiments by a relatively small

factor. In actuality, the settling time is less than that of one

switching cycle at the resonant frequency since the two tra-

jectory segments subtend angles (X and [3 which total less than

360°. However, the one-cycle nomenclature is a correct ref-

erence to one switching cycle ofQ1 and Q2.As shown in FIG.

17, by extending the Q1 switching period (or allowing the

current limitation band to be exceeded for the first switching

period of Q1) such that the resonant inductor current is

allowed to rise well above the steady state but substantially

less than the current increase noted above in connection with

the discussion of FIG. 6, the Q2 switching period which

reduces inductor current but also delivers charge to the reso-

nant capacitor may be made to reduce the inductor current to

the level of the preferred upper current limit at a time that

coincides with the instant that the resonant capacitor voltage

reaches Vm/Z- The pulse durations to achieve this condition

are similar to those for the second embodiment that are set out

in detail in the above-incorporated article.

While the embodiments of the invention discussed above

have been explained in terms of a half bridge switching cir-

cuit, soft start-up can also be achieved in much the same

manner and optimized using an analysis similar to that

described above. However, use of a full bridge switching

circuit presents different initial conditions that can be

exploited to provide even faster settling to full load, steady-

state operation with no electrical stress. Specifically, with a

full bridge switching circuit as shown in FIG. 17A, no charge

(e. g. zero steady state bias voltage) is required on the resonant

capacitor and the full load steady-state trajectory will be a

circle centered at (0,0) as shown in FIG. 17B. Time domain

waveforms are shown in FIG. 17C. Applying a graphical

analysis similar to that described above, it is seen that a

shortened initial Q1, Q2 pulse can cause the first trajectory to

terminate on a trajectory similar to those discussed above

when voltage has been built up on the resonant capacitor (e.g.

the full bias trajectory) and corresponds to build up of output

voltage in the case of a half-bridge switching circuit and

which will settle into the circular full load steady-state tra-

jectory as will be described below. It should be noted that the

initial Q3, Q4 pulse will also be shortened. Therefore, use of
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a full bridge switching circuit can achieve soft start-up and

settle to full load steady-state operation extremely quickly.

The length ofthese initial pulses to achieve such an effect can

be computed or approximated as discussed above based on

the angle subtended by the respective circular arcs referenced

to the angular frequency of the switching cycles. Again, the

appropriate duration of these pulses need not be exact since

some overshoot or undershoot is tolerable and results in some

degree of dynamic oscillation which is relatively minor and

canbe quickly damped. The shortening ofinitial pulses canbe

achievedwith a simple resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit in com-

bination with a very simple latch or other logic circuit to

disable the RC circuit after the first pulse. The duration ofthe

initial pulses can also be based on controlling switching

instants at a reduced current limit for the first pulse or based

on the resonant capacitor voltage reaching one halfofits peak

voltage. Other simple circuits such as a delay circuit for

shortening the initial switching periods will be apparent to

those skilled in the art.

This process need not be exact and improved settling time

that is somewhat less than optimal can be achieved when the

state trajectories resemble those of FIG. 18 using either a

half-bridge or full-bridge switching circuit. As shown in FIG.

18, operation similar to that of the third embodiment but

which does not fully charge the resonant capacitor is essen-

tially that ofusing a sloped current limitation band where the

current limit change (e.g. linearly) as a function of voltage

which can easily be achieved with simple comparators cir-

cuits. The sloping of the current limitation band functions

somewhat similarly to simply allowing the first switching

pulse to exceed the current limitationband and also somewhat

similarly to the symmetrical current limitation band. The

initial pulse electrical stress can be somewhat reduced with

only slight electrical stress caused for a very few switching

cycles thereafter. Compared with the embodiment ofFIG. 15,

the sloped current limits cause the initial switching cycle to be

brought much closer to the steady state condition and can be

completed more quickly. The electrical stress developed is

less than the one-cycle embodiment. Accordingly, with the

sloped current limitation band, a design trade-off can be

exploited between electrical stress and start-up completion

speed while still reducing electrical stress far below the stress

that would otherwise be caused in the absence of the inven-

tion.

In any of the above-described embodiments of the inven-

tion, the initial settling time can be predicted as discussed

above. After settling this initial condition to bring the capaci-

tor voltage to one-halfofthe output voltage or the steady-state

resonant capacitor voltage, the current limitation band is

changed to being symmetrical to maximally transport the

energy ifthe current limitation band is not already symmetri-

cal. The change of the current limitation band from asym-

metrical to symmetrical and the effects on the trajectories is

illustrated in FIG. 19 and initiates the second stage of soft

start-up in accordance with the invention. The conduction

angle, (1), is thus

¢:tan’l(((3)1/2/(2)1/2)Ipwk)/0.5.

At this time the conduction angles ofQ1 and Q2 are the same

and equal to 2q)/u):T1:T2. Thus after build-up ofthe resonant

capacitor voltage to VIM/2, the switching frequency at start-up

is

Lsimz:1/(T1+T2)
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The corresponding time domain waveforms are also shown in

FIG. 19.

As the soft start-up continues, the output voltage begins to

increase smoothly in accordance with the four modes illus-

trated in FIG. 11. In much the same manner as discussed

above, by limiting the current band to correspond to IU, the

four trajectory portions are uniquely determined. The state

trajectory diagram andtime domainwaveforms are illustrated

in FIG. 20. Since the start-up is continuing and the output

voltage has been built up to a non-zero value there will be four

modes of operation, the Q1 trajectory for half-bridge switch-

ing or Q1, Q2 trajectory for full-bridge switching correspond-

ing to modes M1 and M2 labeled I and II, having respective

radii p 1 and p 2. Modes labeled III and IV are symmetrical and

need not be considered. The time domain waveforms at the

optimal frequency are also shown in FIG. 20.

As the output voltage approaches steady state, the resonant

current waveform changes from a triangle to a sinusoid as

shown in FIG. 21. To keep the same RMS value, the current

limitation band should decrease stepwise to Ipeak as VO

increases. As before, when VO begins to increase, the two

trajectory centers split into four centers, each corresponding

to an equivalent circuit of FIG. 11. As before, two of these

centers will approach the steady state value and the other two

will separate. Therefore the radius of two of the trajectories

will become small and the radius of the others will become

large. At some point, the radius for two of the trajectory

segments will become less than iImax and the maximum cur-

rent as well as the switching points will shift. The change of

shape ofthe overall trajectory toward the steady state circle as

well as the change of current limitation band and switching

points is illustrated in FIG. 21.

The optimal frequency at each instant as VO increases can

be calculated as indicated in the above-incorporated article.

In summary ofthat calculation, radii, pM1 and pM, indicated

in FIG. 20, are evaluated for each ofthe two modes of opera-

tion, M1 and M2, by determining the point where the traj ec-

tory I ofmode M1 intercepts the current limit and the resonant

capacitor voltage at point A for mode II and solving the

triangles for each mode. The conduction angles 6 and 5 for

modes I and II, respectively are then calculated as

0:81H’1(((3)“2/(2)“2)1peak)/le

6:sin*1<<<3>“2/<2>“2>4mk0/pm

Thus, the optimal switching frequency at any level ofV0 as V0

is built up to steady state is

:1/(2(6+6)/m0).
55701)!

The entire soft start-up process in accordance with the

invention is illustrated in FIG. 22. The process begins with a

period of time which can be as short as a single switching

cycle of Q1 and Q2 which is less than one switching cycle at

the resonant frequency and the voltage on the resonant

capacitor is built up to Vm/2 and during whichV0 is also built

up. During this period switching is controlled by monitoring

current and controlling switching when current equals the

minimum andmaximum currents ofa current limitation band

in accordance with any ofthe embodiments discussed above.

During the same period the magnetizing inductance compo-

nent ofthe inductor current also increases and continues to do

so during a subsequent period during which the current limi-

tation band is reduced and steady state, full load operation is

settled.

In view of the foregoing, it is clearly seen that imposing a

current limitation band and determining switching instants by

monitoring resonant inductor current by current comparison
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establishes an optimal frequency to begin the start-up pro-

cess. As the output voltage increases, the optimal switching

frequency maps to the gain curves of the resonant power

converter. Therefore, the frequency automatically is main-

tained at the optimum frequency for the level of the output

voltage and settles smoothly to the resonant frequency.

Accordingly, it is seen that the invention provides for substan-

tial reduction or even elimination of soft start-up electrical

stress in resonant power converters while allowing a substan-

tial latitude in design flexibility and exploitation a trade-off

between start-up speed and electrical stress; both ofwhich are

greatly improved over start-up behaviors in the absence ofthe

invention. These effects are achieved in a relatively simple

manner by controlling switching times in accordance with

monitored inductor current limits until resonant capacitor

bias is established and thereafter controlling switching fre-

quency in accordance with the output voltage to settle the

power converter into steady state operation.

While the invention has been described in terms of four

embodiments which are each preferable for particular appli-

cations, those skilled in the art will recognize that the inven-

tion can be practiced with modification within the spirit and

scope of the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method of operating a switching resonant power con-

verter comprising steps of setting a current limitation band,

monitoring resonant inductor current, controlling switching

times of switches of said switching resonant power converter

during start-up to occur at times when monitored inductor

current equals limits of said current limitation band thereby

establishing a variable switching frequency until bias on a

resonant capacitor reaches a steady state voltage, and allow-

ing the power converter to assume a steady state mode of

frequency regulation mode operation in accordance with

build-up of output voltage.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said current

limitation band is set to a positive current limit equal to the

amplitude of a triangular waveform having the same RMS

value as the full load steady state sinusoidal output waveform

of said power converter.

3. The method as recited in claim 2, wherein a negative

current limit of said current limitation band is set symmetri-

cally to said positive current limit about a zero voltage level.

4. The method as recited in claim 2, wherein a negative

current limit of said current limitation band is set to a smaller

magnitude than a magnitude of said positive current limit.

5. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein said negative

current limit is set to a level equal to the resonant current and

the magnetizing current of a transformer in said power con-

verter.

6. The method as recited in claim 4, wherein the current

limitation band is altered to develop a full load steady state

trajectory.

7. The method as recited in claim 2, wherein said switching

is performed by a half-bridge circuit and the current limita-

tion band is not imposed on a first pulse of input power from

a power source to said resonant power converter.

8. The method as recited in claim 7, wherein a first switch-

ing cycle brings a resonant capacitor voltage to full steady

state charge at a current equal to the positive current limit.

9. The method as recited in claim 2, wherein said switching

is performed by a full bridge circuit and an initial switching

pulse is shortened.

10. The method as recited in claim 9, wherein said initial

switching pulse is shortened to cause a first trajectory to

intersect with a trajectory determined by build up of output

voltage due to said shortened initial pulse.
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11. The method as recited in claim 2, wherein said current

limitation band is sloped to decrease current limit values.

12. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein a negative

current limit of said current limitation band is set symmetri-

cally to said positive current limit about a zero voltage level.

13. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein a negative

current limit of said current limitation band is set to a smaller

magnitude than a magnitude of said positive current limit.

14. The method as recited in claim 13, wherein said nega-

tive current limit is set to a level equal to the resonant current

and the magnetizing current of a transformer in said power

converter.

15. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said switch-

ing is performed by a half-bridge circuit and the current

limitation band is not imposed on a first pulse of input power

from a power source to said resonant power converter.

16. The method as recited in claim 15, wherein a first

switching cycle brings a resonant capacitor voltage to full

steady state charge at a current equal to the positive current

limit.
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17. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said switch-

ing is performed by a full bridge circuit and an initial switch-

ing pulse is shortened to terminate at a current less than said

current limit band.

18. The method as recited in claim 17, wherein said initial

switching pulse is shortened to cause a first trajectory to

intersect with a trajectory determined by build up of output

voltage due to said shortened initial pulse.

19. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said current

limitation band is sloped to decrease current limit values.

20. A resonant power converter including a resonant cir-

cuit, a switching circuit to connect a power source to said

resonant circuit, a current monitoring circuit to monitor cur-

rent in said resonant circuit, and a control circuit for estab-

lishing switching times ofsaid switching circuit to be at times

when said current in said resonant circuit coincides with

upper and lower current limits of a current limitation band

thereby establishing a variable switching frequency during

start-up and transitioning to frequency regulation mode con-

trol during steady-state operation.

* * * * *


